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Welcome to the Little Book of Shadow 
In this book you will discover where your shadow lives, what
feeds it, how to understand it, befriend it and incorporate it.  

 
Be warned my friend 

 This book will also invoke your shadow, call it to the surface,
and bring it out of the darkness. As you read, notice when your
shadow comes alive, beckoning you to notice it, hear it, see it.  

 
Proceed with caution 

Pay attention to the places in this book that upset you, anger
you. The places that create judgement, dislike and

disagreements. For your shadow is close.  
 



We deny our shadow because it reminds us of the duality in
being human. Our shadow shows us all the we do not want

to accept, acknowledge or admit about ourselves but so
often identify in others.  

 
We are everything. We are nether one extreme or the other.

We  are good and bad. Light and dark. Love and hate. It is
part of our human condition. We are ever evolving and

expanding. Part of this calls us to face that which we fear the
most in ourselves and others. The places we shame and

deny.  
 

Everything we place on others is already within us. 



Shadow demands vulnerability, honesty and empathy. And will
settle for nothing less. 



Shadow is freedom.
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To achieve wholeness, we must face pieces and parts of
ourselves we don't want to admit we have.  We have to
expose ourselves. Parade naked in front of the world,

owning our beauty, shamelessly.  It's a difficult task. Our
shadows evade us, only teasing us with glimpses of

ourselves.  We ignore it afraid if we look directly at it we will
be swallowed or worse yet blinded by what is within. We
take comfort in being naive, in playing the fool - denying

who we are. Without our shadows we remain incomplete,
aimlessly searching for those missing parts and pieces that

long to be accepted and integrated. We fear wholeness
because it means accepting ourselves for who we truly are;
good, bad, beautiful, ugly. For we are everything. All that we

love and accept, hate and judge. We are all of it, Until we
accept the parts of ourselves we discard, we remain only

fragmented individuals - trying to fill the void with that
which is not us.  



Shadow is a container.



Where does Shadow hide? Everywhere. Even in the purest and most

innocent of places. In the broken, the hurt, the rejected. Shadow thrives

on pain and society’s ideals and morals. We run from Shadow because

it forces us to accept ourselves as we are: human and flawed. Not the

perfect people we try to be.  



Shadow is
the

protective
parent.  



We are attracted to the bad guys. We create
villains to hold what we do not like and reject in

ourselves. We project on them everything we
cannot accept about ourselves. They personify
our darkness. They live in the places we try to

escape.  



Shadow is lost memory, pushed away and
suppressed.  



Shadow is most easily
illuminated in what we

project onto others.



Shadow is the
outcast. 



The good guys remind us of what we long for, what we
are missing, who we are not. Ironically, this feeds

Shadow, preying on our weaknesses. We turn to the
bad guys because they own who they are. They do not

apologize for their truth. We turn on the good guys
because we see through their façade. Because our

inborn intuition knows that perfection isn’t real, we
cling to characters that imitate the real human struggle
between Self and Shadow. It is the bad guys who do this

best.  



Shadow is patience.



When we meet Shadow life unfolds.
Issues and problems gain deeper
meaning. We feel more complete.

Meeting Shadow is like meeting a long
lost friend who arrives with gifts, just

not the gifts you might have expected. 



Shadow lives not only in the monsters we create, but the people we
become.  



Our shadow holds our ability

to love

uncondi
tionally

without

prejudice.



Shadow reminds us of what we are capable of but afraid
to accept. Shadow steps into the light to bring us back to
ourselves. Shadow shows us every place we are ashamed

of, afraid of, terrified for the light to illuminate. Shadow
reminds us to be vulnerable, to stand in both the light and
the dark. To accept and acknowledge all parts and pieces
of ourselves. The parts we hid, shame, shun  and dismiss. 



Shadow is a long-forgotten, abandoned building budding with new
life. 



We are quick to accept the negative or what we perceive as
inadequate parts for ourselves. Dumb, fat, stupid, lazy, no
good, worthless. Seeing these things as who we are, not

seeing it is our shadow trying to integrate and show us how we
can be our best and highest self. Afraid to been seen, to be

vulnerable and raw, we stand in the dark, not realizing that our
shadow has become our safe home. Here we can remain

unseen and protected.  



Shadow is reflections.  



Shadow is a constant companion. Shadow
swallows us at night, visits in our dreams.

She is allusive and soft. She is
transmutable, ever-changing and

expanding. Shadow can be your muse.
Shadow whispers in the wind, calls us into
the dark, to the places that feel the most

vulnerable and scary. Shadow is the pull to
turn around, to face what is behind us.

Shadow is a call, to say something. To do
something.  



Shadow is everything we are and everything we are
not.  



Shadow manifests in those things we don’t like, even
hate. Shadow projects onto others all the insecurities and

character flaws that we refuse to claim as our own.
Shadow festers when we compare ourselves to others.
When we see ourselves through society’s eyes, the eyes

of others we love, when we look through the lens of
others’ expectations. Girls love to cook. Only men work

physical labor. Women are more nurturing than men. Real
men don't cry. When we live by these standards, we deny
aspects of ourselves. This is where Shadow lives. In the

rejected, projected and discarded.  



Shadow is vulnerability.  



Shadow runs the show when we leave Shadow unchecked. When
we no longer can hold in place our broken pieces. When we can no

longer pretend to be who we are not. When the pain, injustice,
rejection, hate, shame and guilt become too much to hold. We

splinter and break. Our true self goes into hiding, no longer able to
protect itself. When we can no longer hide from Shadow, we

become Shadow. We become all that we have projected onto
others to protect and preserve ourselves. We become malicious

deeds, hateful acts and the unleashed distribution of pain. Most of
us will not become consumed by Shadow. We will instead wrestle
with our shadows, keeping them silent and at arm’s distance. Ever

in fear of Shadow's power and untamed wilderness. 



Shadow is comradery. 



We can live in Shadow without realizing it. In those
moments that we grow into angry monsters, spewing our
perceived truths while lashing out at others - like a toddler

acting out for attention. We are crying to be seen, to be
heard, to be loved and accepted unconditionally. Here is
where Shadow says, “see me, love me, accept me.” Here,

Shadow displays its beautiful self - waiting to be
transformed.  



Shadow lives in our pain and the pieces of us we discard. 



Shadow is not good or bad. It is not the place of demons, even
though we often send our demons there to live. It is the holding
place. A waiting place. A place of deep and profound healing.

Often it is where creativity is born. It where ideas are born.
Shadow reminds us that flawed is beautiful.  



Shadow is fluid.



Shadow calls in the recesses of our dreams. In the
franticness of our thoughts. In our perceptions  and

rejections of our world.  



Shadow is what we refuse to accept. 
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The villains are our true heroes. They teach us
empathy and acceptance. To embrace our

vulnerability and find strength in our perceived
limitations. They hold what we cannot accept so we

don’t have to hurt as much.    



Shadow is integration. 



Shadow whispers reminders that we
are imperfect, that we are human.

Shadow gives us permission to see
where we are blind, allowing us to

grow, change and expand.  



Shadow is revealing. 



We often think of shadow as negative. No.
Shadow is what we judge and reject. The labels
we place on others, the definitions we refuse to
accept. Beautiful is shadow. Have you owned

and accepted your beauty? If not, that beauty is
Shadow.



Shadow is accountability. 



Shadow is not male or female because Shadow holds both
archetypes and aspects. Shadow is gender fluid. Shadow

illuminates our own gender biases. 



Shadow is someone else. Not me.  
Shadow is someone else. Not me. 



Monsters pull us into our human capacity. We are
faced with that which scares us the most. Our

shadows come to life. Living and breathing. And in
them, we find our humanness. The need to be
accepted and loved unconditionally. Without

monsters and villains we would have no duality,  



Shadow is ever-encircling.  



Shadow shows up in those wecondemn, refuse tounderstand. The misfits, theoutcasts, the elite. All those wechoose to reject.  



 Shadow is inspiration.  



uncondi
tionally

Shadow is wise.



Shadow is soul. 



Remember, you can find shadow, anywhere. Just as our shadows
follow us in the light and seems to encompass us at night. Our
shadows are ever with us. Anything can contain your shadow.

Shadow is waiting to be discovered, to shapeshift and transform.
That’s the thing about shadow when we discover and work with

her, she mutates and transforms, allowing us to grow even
deeper. As we change and grow, so does she.  



Shadow is the
invitation to be

curious.  



Shadow lives in our inability to be vulnerable. In our denial
to be seen for who we really are. We cover shadow with

pretty things and distractions.  
 

Shadow lives our denial of human desires. We reject our
sexuality. Condemn those who have accepted their's.  

 
Shadow lives in our confinement of our wild nature. We

cage it, hoping it won’t it escape and yet it seeps out  onto
others. 



Shadow always is. 



Shadow appears in our relationship with
money. We have a love hate

relationship with money. Money can
provide power and freedom. Money has

become something we manage
because we are all too aware of its

importance in our lives. Money makes
and breaks us. Money is idolized.

Demonized. Desired. Feared. Some of
us dance around it. Some of us cage it.
Some of us worship it. Some of us have
mastered our relationship with money.
You cannot master your relationship
with money, unless you get real with

your feelings about money. All of them.
You must face your money shadows.  



Shadow is illuminating. 



Religion and spirituality can be a hall of mirrors
trying to mask and hide shadow. Shadow is

allowed to thrive in religion and spirituality because
it goes by another name, righteousness, living by
God’s will. Whatever mask is place on Shadow to

hide the judgement and inflexibility.  



Shadow is the damaged heart
cries.  



Shadow often lives in
our heroes. For they

hold too much of
something, purity,

righteousness, whatever
quality in ourselves, we
refuse to see, own, or

understand.



Shadow is ever evolving. 



Shadow is looking outside ourselves for answers,
believing someone else knows best, has the

answers, the keys. We doubt ourselves- easier to
be told.  

Doubt leads us to believe someone else knows
better.  We follow and become disenchanted.  

 
We fear ourselves, our power, our dreams, the call
to be vulnerable and seen as human, flawed and

amazing. We play it safe, easier to follow someone
else's road map - its tried and trusted, reliable, no

worries. But it's not you, we all have different
talents and abilities, we all see things differently.
We all bring something to the road trip. Following

the same maps. It's time to follow your inner guide,
your inner map. Step out of the shadow of doubt

and into the light of your brilliance.  



Shadow is destructive when ignored.  



We can thrive in Shadow. Here is where we heal. Here
is where we become whole. Where we are able to love
and accept ourselves and each other, just as we are.
Shadow can be your closest ally. For Shadow keeps
you in check, keeps you aware, keeps you honest.

Shadow allows you to be human, to feel and to accept
it all.  



Befriending 

Shadow



There are so many ways to work with Shadow.
The more we despise, hate, reject, and project,
the juicier it is to work with. Something deep is

ready to be seen and healed. Shadow wants to be
part of us, incorporated and whole. We can work

with Shadow by meeting those pieces of
ourselves that we do not like. When we look at
the labels we place on ourselves and others, we

see Shadow. 



Shadow reminder 
 

When we becomes friends with our shadow, life opens up. We have a
deeper understanding our humanness and can honor it in others.  

 
Shadow is fluid, once you incorporate and embrace one part of shadow,

another part will surface. And some shadow aspects are deep rooted and
will visit often with new lessons and reminders.  

 
Pop culture and shadow 

 
Our pop culture is a beautiful way to experience and work with shadow.

Most of us watch television, movies and read. Each of these expresses our
shadow. Those characters we react to, judge, shame, and hate are

exposing our shadows.  
 

Who do you love to hate? Who really gets you going? Is there a celebrity,
character, person you know who really stirs you, upsets you. 

Often the villains provoke theses emotions of anger, judgement,
condenment, dislike perhaps even hate. Heroes do it too. 

Examples: Cersei Lannister, Draco Malfoy, Negan, superheroes and
villains, Disney Princesses (people either love or hate them: go with the

one you hate), reality TV personalities, certain politicians or political
figures.  



Working with Shadow 
 

1. Observe without judgement, expectations or prejudice. 
   

We tend to judge, it helps us make quick decisions. It also protects us from
perceived threats. Be open and allow yourself to be suprised by what your

shadow shows you. We don’t always like to see what our shadow show us. We
don’t like to admit certain things about ourselves. Especially those parts and

pieces that embarrass us, shame us, make us feel less than, or inadequate.
These are the pieces and parts that we judge in others and fear acknowledging

in ourselves. We can and have those qualities that scare us most. Those acts
that we deem as inhumane. We are capable of anything and owning this allows
you step out of the light into the darkness. It allows you to see where you are

blind. It allows you to identify those places that you fear the most. The parts of
you and others that you judge to avoid accepting and admitting your

humanness, all of it.  
 

2. Identify what causes your to react with guilt, disgust, hate, dislike or
prejudice. Notice what makes you angry, what you judge and shame. This is

shadow. Do your best to be an observer. Noticing what it is. 
   

3. Listen- How does it makes you feel?  What is it about it causes your
reaction? How how you used what you are judging to benefit you? Can you

relabel what you have judged? 



Imagination and shadow 
 

Imagination is fabulous for shadow work. Don’t cesnor, even if you
don’t understand. Let it flow. Write the first thing that comes to mind
and then keep going. It's okay if you can’t answer some of these and

then find you write novels for the other. Or maybe it's one or two
things, it’s okay. You are starting the process. You are becoming open

to your shadow.  
 

Pick an aspect of shadow you would like to work with. One of the
shadow elements you identified. One of those pieces or parts you

judge, shame, hid, condemn, or provokes anger.  
What does your shadow look like? Human? Alien? Nothingness? 

What texture does it have? 
What does it smell like?  

If shadow was edible what would it be? Taste like? 
Sound like? What sound does it sing? 

 
Be descriptive as possible. You'd be surprised how shadow speaks in

metaphors.  
 

Explore those characteristics and how they have served you. 
 
 



Shadow meditation 
 

Invite your shadow in. Listen to Shadow’s wisdom. Be open to the words
and lessons. You are growing and evolving. 

 
Find a quiet place to sit, undisturbed. Focus on your breath. Feel the

rhythm. Your body connecting to the earth. Place a hand on your heart
and one on your stomach, breath in through your nose and out through

your mouth. On each breath feel the air moving into your body, filling
your lungs and out of your body. Breath in for four counts, hold four

counts, out six counts and hold four counts. You can change the counts to
what works best for you, keeping the out breath longer, as it naturally

relaxes your body.  
 

Now feel like you are moving downstairs counting from 10-1. You find
yourself at a door. Take a moment to look at the door (what does it look

like). When you are ready go through the door. You will find yourself in a
garden. Notice what is around you. Before you, you see a shape, like a

black cloud of smoke. This shape is able to shapeshift and change. Ask if
it’s for your highest and greatest good, if not ask it to point to you who is.
When you come to the shape for your highest good, allow it to take form.
This shape will change for your various aspects of shadow. It could stay a
formless smoke cloud, or become a person, thing, animal, creature. Allow
it to take whatever form it desires. Once it has taken form. Ask it what it
represents? Does it have a name? How does it serve you? What does it

need to heal? How can you incorporate it? When it is time, hug your
shadow, honoring the messages it has given and performing any tasks it

needs to be healed. When you are ready make your way back to the door,
retracing your steps. Thank your shadow, go through the door, closing it

behind you and move up the steps to the count of 10.  



Moon work 
 

The moon represents our emotions and shadow.  The moon is the
place of subconsciousness. 

 You can work with the cycles of the moon to work with your
shadow. 

 
What is your moon sign? What aspects of your moon sign do you

push away? What is asking to be healed?  
 

What sign is the moon in? Look at the qualities of that sign that you
dislike, shame, or judge. Do the shadow meditation to meet with

that aspect. Look at what it is about that sign and how it has served
you. Can you incorporate it? 

 
What element is the moon in? You can use those elements to work

with shadow.  
 

Water to wash away what no longer serves you.  Use water to
explore those emotions that you push away, shame, dislike and

judge.  
 

Fire to burn away what no longer serves you. Use fire to explore
anger, change and movement and the aspects of fire you deny,

shame, judge or dislike. 
 

Earth to burry what no longer serves you. What aspects of Earth do
you judge, shame, deny or judge. 

 
Air to clear with smoke or carry away in the wind (with spoken
word) Was aspects of air do you judge, deny, shame or dislike.  



Moon Cycles 
 

Last quarter - reflection, ebb, stillness 
Full moon - abundance, completion, celebration 

First quarter- energy, flow, action 
New moon- rebirth, inspiration, new beginning 

Waxing active waning release 
 

Moon Elements and Signs 
 

Air - imagination, inspiration, mind 
Gemini-I adapt-arms, shoulders, hands, legs, nerves-communication,

intellect matters 
Libra-I balance-lower back, skin, knees, bladder- cooperation, beauty,

relationships, create art, pleasure, deep connection 
Aquarius-I experience-electrical lower legs, calves, ankles-structure-
freedom vs consequences, bigger than yourself, anything is possible,

social action,intuitive greater good 
 

Fire - passion, energy, spirit 
Aries-I am-perception-emotion, intuition  instinct, courage,

innovation (anger, self centred, impatient, mental chatter) honor
stillness, channel energy 

Leo-I will-intention, dramatic- check in passions, desires 
Sagittarius-I seek- adventure, change, motion, exploration, freedom,

honesty, shrug responsibility-play nature 
 



Earth, grounding, protection, body 
Taurus-earth-I have -growth, planting, developing-how I feel safe-

appreciate wonders of the earth 
Virgo-earth-I analyze- abdomen,  intestines, spline- absorption,
assimilation, practical, organized, implement new healing rituals 

Capricorn-I permit- skin, hair, bones,teeth, structural system-bring
back responsibility, sustainability, long term healing-stillness,

listening, humor,laughing, ask for support 
Water - love, intuition, emotions 

Cancer-I feel-chest, breasts, stomach - nurture, ocean,  ancestors 
Scorpio-I desire-genitals,groin,sex organs-death and rebirth,

extremes, heightened sensitive, greater spirit, relieve past emotions,
 call things in, psychic ability 

Pisces -I believe- feet,body, fluids, lymph,vitality-introverted,
emotional, intuition, deep, dreamy, unclear-dream work, art, psychic,

humble,receptive 



Shadow altar 
 

Set aside space in your home or on your current altar to honor your
shadow. Remember shadow is fluid, once you incorporate and

embrace one part of shadow another part will surface. And some
shadow aspects are deep rooted and will visit often with new

lessons and reminders. You can use pictures, statues, toys that
represents the parts of your shadow you are working to

incorporate. You can also leave flowers, toys, light a candle to honor
your shadow.   



Tarot and Shadow 
 

Sit with your tarot  or oracle deck. I often put my cards back in their
original order, but you don’t have to. Take time to sit with each card.

Notice the cards that draw an immediate reaction of fear, disgust,
hate, rejection, judgement, dislike or any emotion that makes you feel

uncomfortable with. Set those cards aside. 
 

Now, go through the cards that have stirred you in an adverse way,
created discomfort. Look at the imagery. What about this card has

created turmoil (hate, fear, rejection, judgement, disgust,
uncomfortableness)? Ask yourself what is it that you are hate? Fear?

Reject? Judge? Dislike? Makes you feel uncomfortable?  
 

How are you those things? How do those things serve you? How can
you honor these parts of you? 

 
You can place these cards on your altar.  



Final thoughts 
 

Be open to working with your shadow. Give yourself permission to
go to those uncomfortable places, to be present with the pain, and

discomfort. Set the intention to know and honor your shadow.  


